Abstract. We give intrinsic characterizations of neural rings and homomorphisms between them. We also characterize monomial code maps as compositions of basic monomial code maps. Our work is based on two theorems by Curto and Youngs from 2015 and the notions of a trunk of a neural code, and a monomial map (under the name of a morphism) between two neural codes, introduced by Amzi Jeffs in 2018.
Introduction
The neural rings and ideals as an algebraic tool for analyzing the intrinsic structure of neural codes were introduced by C. Curto et al. in 2013 in the pioneering paper [4] . In order to make our paper selfcontained, we will give in this section some definitions and facts from [4] . All other notions and facts, that we assume to be known, can be found either in [4] or [5] , or in the standard references [2] and [3] . The notions from the theory of categories, that we use in this paper, can be found either in [1] , or in the standard reference [6] .
An element w = w 1 . . . w n of F n 2 is called a code word, shortly word, of length n. A set C ⊆ F n 2 is called a neural code, shortly code, of length n, or on n neurons. For a code C ⊆ F n 2 we define the ideal of C, I(C) ⊆ F 2 [X 1 , . . . , X n ], in the following way:
I(C) = {f ∈ F 2 [X 1 , . . . , X n ] : f (w) = 0 for all w ∈ C}.
Note that for any code C in F (1 − X j ).
Note that L w (w) = 1 and L w (v) = 0 for any v = w from F n 2 . The neural ring of C ⊆ F n 2 is defined to be the ring
, where x i = X i + I(C) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We denote the image of
It turns out that R C consists of all L A , A ⊆ C, and that they are all distinct. Moreover, if we denote by P(C) the power set of C, then the bijection R C → (P(C), △, ∩), given by
is a ring isomorphism. For the purpose of this paper we call the ring (P(C), △, ∩) the neural ring of C.
2. An intrinsic characterization of neural rings and morphisms between them In the next theorem we give an intrinsic characterization of neural rings. The inspiration for this theorem is coming from [5, Theorem 1.2], where neural rings on n neurons (as modules) were characterized in terms of the actions of the neural ring of the full code on n neurons on them. The part of our proof in which we construct the code C follows the proof of Theorem 1.2 from [5] . Theorem 2.2. A non-zero commutative ring R is isomorphic to the neural ring of some neural code C if and only if there is a subset S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s r } (r ≥ 1) of R and a sequence T = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n (n ≥ 1) of elements of R such that the following conditions hold: (N1) Every element x ∈ R can be uniquely written as a sum
(N2) For any t i from T and any s j ∈ S, t i s j ∈ {0, s j }.
(N3) For any two distinct elements s j , s k ∈ S there is at least one element t i from T such that exactly one of the elements t i s j , t i s k is equal to 0.
Moreover, given a non-zero commutative ring R with the properties (N1), (N2), (N3) satisfied by its subset S and a sequence of its elements T , the code C and the isomorphism φ : R → P(C) can be selected in such a way that the elements of S correspond to the words of C (as singletons) and the elements of T to the simple trunks of C.
Proof. Let C be a neural code on n neurons, consisting of r codewords w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w r , and let (P(C), △, ∩) be its neural ring. Let
. . , w jp } ∈ P(C) the unique way to write X as a "sum" (i.e., symmetric difference) of elements s j is X = {w j 1 }△{w j 2 }△ . . . △{w jp }. Thus the condition (N1) holds for P(C). Also for each i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [r] we have Tk C i ∩{w j } ∈ {∅, {w j }}, so that the condition (N2) holds for P(C). Finally, let {w j }, {w k } be two distinct elements of S. Let i be a coordinate on which one of w j , w k has 0 and the other one 1. Then exactly one of Tk
Thus the condition (N3) holds for P(C). Conversely, suppose that we have a non-zero commutative ring R which has a subset S and a sequence of its elements T satisfying the conditions (N1), (N2), and (N3). Claim 1. No element of S is equal to 0. Proof. Suppose 0 ∈ S. If S = {0}, then, by (N1), R = {0}, a contradiction. Suppose S = {0} and let s = 0 be a non-zero element of S. Then s and s + 0 are two different ways to write an element of R as a sum of distinct elements of S, a contradiction. Claim 1 is proved. Claim 2. If 1 ∈ S, then S = {1}. Proof. Suppose 1 ∈ S and S = {1}. Let s ∈ S, s = 1. Then, by (N3), there is a t from the sequence T such that exactly one t1, ts is equal to 0. If t1 = 0, then, by (N2) and (N3), ts = s. However, t1 = 0 implies t = 0, hence ts = 0. Hence s = 0, contradicting Claim 1. The other option is that ts = 0. Then, by (N2) and (N3), t1 = 1, hence t = 1, hence 0 = ts = s, again contradicting Claim 1. Claim 2 is proved. Proof for the case S = {1}. Suppose S = {1}. Then R = {0, 1}. Hence each t i is either 0 or 1. We form a codeword w = w 1 w 2 . . . w n ∈ F n 2 in the following way: if t i = 0, we put w i = 0, and if t i = 1, we put
The proof for the case S = {1} is finished.
From now on we assume that 1 / ∈ S. Equivalently, |S| ≥ 2 (due to Claim 2 and the fact that 1 is representable as a sum of distinct elements of S).
Claim 3. For any two distinct elements s j , s k ∈ S, s j s k = 0. Proof. Let s j , s k be two distinct elements of S. By (N3) there is an element t i from T such that exactly one of the elements t i s j , t i s k is 0. Say t i s j = 0. Then, by (N2) and (N3),
Claim 4. For any element s j ∈ S, s j s j = s j . Proof. Let 1 = s j 1 +· · ·+s jp (p ≥ 2) be the unique representation of 1 as a sum of distinct elements of S. If p < |S|, then there is an s j ∈ S not participating in the representation of 1. Multiplying the representation of 1 by s j and using Claim 3, we get s j = 0, contradicting to Claim 1. Hence p = |S|, i.e., 1 = s 1 + s 2 + · · · + s r . Now for any j ∈ [r], when we multiply this representation of 1 by s j , we get (using Claim 3) that s j = s j s j . Claim 4 is proved.
Claim 5. For any element s j ∈ S, s j + s j = 0. Proof. Note that s j + s j = s j , otherwise, by cancellation, s j = 0, contradicting Claim 1. Suppose that s j + s j = s j + s j 1 + · · · + s jp with p ≥ 1 and all s jµ (µ = 1, 2, . . . , p) different than s j . Cancelling s j we get s j = s j 1 + · · · + s jp , contradicting to (N1). Suppose now that s j + s j = s j 1 + · · · + s jp with p ≥ 1 and all s jµ (µ = 1, 2, . . . , p) different than s j . If we multiply this equality by s j 1 and use the claims 3 and 4, we get s j 1 = 0, contradicting Claim 1. The only remaining option is s j + s j = 0. Claim 5 is proved.
Proof for the case S = {1} (i.e., |S| ≥ 2). For every element s ∈ S we construct a word w = w 1 w 2 . . . w n ∈ F n 2 in the following way: for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, if t i s = 0 we put w i = 0, otherwise (if t i s = s) we put w i = 1. In that way we get r words w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w r from F n 2 , corresponding, respectively, to s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s r . Let C = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w r }. For every x ∈ R, if x = s j 1 + · · · + s jp is the unique representation of x as a sum of distinct elements of S, we define
Note that for any x, y ∈ R we have S(x + y) = S(x)△S(y)
due to Claim 5, and S(xy) = S(x) ∩ S(y) due to the claims 3 and 4. Hence
Note also that if x = 0, S(x) = ∅, hence
and if x = 1, S(x) = S by the proof of Claim 4, hence
Now we define a map φ : R → C as φ(x) = W (x) for any x ∈ R. The relations (1), (2), and (3) show that φ is a ring homomorphism. Also
It remains to find φ(t i ) for each i ∈ [n]. Fix an i ∈ [n]. Let t i = s j 1 + s j 2 + · · · + s jp (p ≥ 0) be the unique representation of the element t i as a sum of distinct element of S. Multiplying this representation by s jµ (µ ∈ [p]) and using the claims 3 and 4 we conclude that
We claim that t i s j = 0 for any s j ∈ S \ {s j 1 , . . . , s jp }.
Suppose to the contrary, i.e., t i s j = s j for some s j ∈ S \ {s j 1 , . . . , s jp }. Then, by Claim 3,
which is precisely the set of all the words from C that have the ith coordinate equal to 1 (due to (4), (5) , and the way the code C is constructed). Thus
Next we give an intrinsic characterization of homomorphisms between neural rings. †
Theorem 2.3. Let C, D be two codes. A map φ : (P(D), △, ∩) → (P(C), △, ∩) is a ring homomorphism if and only if the following three conditions hold:
(H1) φ({v
Proof. Suppose that φ : (P(D), △, ∩) → (P(C), △, ∩) is a ring homomorphism. Then for two distinct elements v 1 , v 2 of D we have:
Thus (H1) holds. We show (H2) by induction on |B|. For |B| = 1 the statement is true. Suppose that (H2) holds when |B| = k and suppose that |B| = k + 1.
Thus (H2) holds. Finally φ(D) = C as the identity element has to be mapped to the identity element. Thus (H3) holds.
Conversely, suppose that φ : (P(D), △, ∩) → (P(C), △, ∩) is a map satisfying the conditions (H1), (H2), and (H3). Let B 1 , B 2 ∈ P(D). We have:
We used here the conditions (H1) nd (H2). In the same way we get h(B 1 ∩ B 2 ) = φ(B 1 ) ∩ φ(B 2 ). Finally the condition φ(D) = C is postulated. Thus φ is a ring homomorphism. We say that the code map q and the ring homomorphism q −1 , and the ring homomorphism φ and the code map φ * , are associated to each other.
A characterization of monomial morphisms between neural rings
Definition 3.1. Let Codes be the set of all neural codes C ⊆ F n 2 of all lengths n ≥ 2. We call any map q : C → C ′ , where C, C ′ ∈ Codes, a code map. The set Codes, together with code maps as morphisms, forms a small category, which we denote by Code. (1) acz C : C → C ′ = acz C (C), "adding constant zero", defined by w → w0 for all w ∈ C, where C ∈ Codes;
(2) aco C : C → C ′ = aco C (C), "adding constant one", defined by w → w1 for all w ∈ C, where C ∈ Codes; (3) del C,i : C → C ′ = del C,i (C), "deleting the i-th neuron", defined by w → w 1 . . . w i . . . w n for all w = w 1 w 2 . . . w n ∈ C, where C ∈ Codes and i ∈ [n]; here the notation w i means that the i-th component of w is omitted; (4) rep C,i : C → C ′ = rep C,i (C), "repeating the i-th neuron", defined by w → ww i for all w = w 1 w 2 . . . w n ∈ C, where C ∈ Codes and i ∈ [n]; (5) per C,σ : C → C ′ = per C,σ (C), "permuting the indices", defined by w → w σ(1) w σ(2) . . . w σ(n) for all w = w 1 w 2 . . . w n ∈ C, where C ∈ Codes and σ ∈ S n ; (6) inj C ′ ,C : C → C ′ , "injecting the code into a bigger code", defined by w → w for all w ∈ C, where C, C ′ ∈ Codes with C ⊆ C ′ .
We extend the previous definition and introduce the notion of basic monomial maps by including all the basic linear monomial maps and adding one new map that we call trunk membership status. Definition 3.3. The maps (1) -(6) and the following map (7) are called basic monomial maps:
(7) tms C,α : C → C ′ = tms C,α (C), "trunk membership status", defined by
for all w ∈ C, where C ∈ Codes and α ⊆ [n].
Remark 3.4. We will usually write tms C,i instead of tms C,{i} . Note that tms C,i = rep C,i and tms
Definition 3.5. Let C ∈ Codes. We say that the commutative ring (P(C), △, ∩) is the neural ring of C. We denote
and call this set the set of all neural rings.
Definition 3.6. The set NRings, together with ring homomorphisms as morphisms, forms a small category, which we denote by NRing. 
, then in this way we obtain a functor F : Code → NRing, which is an isomorphism of these categories.
Proof. It is easy to verify that F is a functor between these categories. The fact that F is an isomorphism follows easily from Proposition 2.4. [5] , hence monomial maps. Consider the map f = tms C,α : C → C ′ = tms C,α (C), where C is a code on n neurons. We have f −1 (Tk Proof. ⇐) Follows form Proposition 3.11.
⇒) Let C be a code of length m, C ′ a code of length n, and let q : C → C ′ be a monomial map. We introduce the codes C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C n in the following way: we put C 0 = C and, for i ∈ [n],
We also introduce the code maps q i : C i−1 → C i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) in the following way:
where u ∈ C and v = v 1 v 2 . . . v n = q(u). Since q −1 (Tk
i ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n is either Tk C α , or ∅, or C, we have that q i is, respectively, either tms C i−1 ,α , or acz C i−1 , or aco C i−1 = tms C i−1 ,∅ . We also introduce the code C n+1 in the following way:
Let σ ∈ S m+n be the permutation defined by σ(i) = i + n for i = 1, 2, . . . , m, and σ(i) = i − m for i = m + 1, m + 2, . . . , m + n. Let q n+1 : C n → C n+1 be defined as q n+1 = per Cn,σ . Now for i = 1, 2, . . . , m we introduce the codes C n+1+i in the following way:
We also introduce the code maps q n+1+i : C n+i → C n+1+i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) in the following way:
Finally, we denote C n+m+2 = D and introduce the code map q n+m+2 :
We have that q = q n+m+2 • q n+m+1 • · · · • q 1 and each of the maps q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n+m+2 is a basic monomial map. Proof. The proof of (b) given in [1] works for (a) in a similar way.
Definition 3.14. Let C, D be two neural codes. A map φ : P(D) → P(C) is called a linear monomial homomorphism (resp. monomial homomorphism) if the associated code map q = φ * : C → D is a linear monomial map (resp. monomial map). Proof. The proof of (b) given in [1] works for (a) in a similar way. Proof. The proof of (b) given in [1] works for (a) in a similar way.
